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ACRONYMS

AGL  above ground level
DME  distance measuring equipment
IFR  instrument flight rules
ILS  instrument landing system
IMC  instrument meteorological conditions
IMU  inertial measurement unit
INS  inertial navigation system
MLS  microwave landing system
TACAN tactical air navigation aid
VOR  very high frequency omni range navigation aid
VORTAC a co-located VOR and TACAN facility
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SUMMARY

A program is under way at Ames Research Center to develop a data base for establishing navigation and guidance concepts for all-weather operation of rotorcraft. One of the objectives is to examine the feasibility of conducting simultaneous rotorcraft and conventional fixed-wing, noninterfering, landing operations in instrument meteorological conditions (IMC) at airports equipped with microwave landing systems (MLSs) for fixed-wing traffic.

One way to accomplish this objective is to have rotorcraft fly spiral approach paths in airspace separate from that of the fixed-wing traffic. Rotorcraft instrument-flight-rules (IFR) approaches could use the airspace along the edge of the MLS lateral coverage, which would allow complete separation from fixed-wing traffic.

An initial test program to investigate the feasibility of conducting automatic helical approaches was completed, using the MLS at Crows Landing near Ames. These tests were flown on board a UH-1H helicopter equipped with a digital automatic landing system. A total of 48 automatic approaches and landings were flown along a two-turn helical descent, tangent to the centerline of the MLS-equipped runway to determine helical flight performance and to provide a data base for comparison with future flights for which the helical approach path will be located near the edge of the MLS coverage. In addition, 13 straight-in approaches were conducted. The performance with varying levels of state-estimation system sophistication was evaluated as part of the flight tests. The results indicate that helical approaches to MLS-equipped runways are feasible for rotorcraft and that the best position accuracy was obtained using the Kalman-filter state-estimation with inertial navigation systems (INS) sensors.

INTRODUCTION

As rotorcraft assume a greater role in the Nation's transportation system, the need for rotorcraft instrument-flight-rules (IFR) operations in high-traffic density terminal areas will increase, aggravating the existing air-traffic control problems of mixing low-speed traffic with high-speed jet transport traffic. The efficiency and convenience of the rotorcraft as a feeder to major airports for corporate and commercial travelers will be diminished if time and fuel are wasted waiting for spacing between arriving and departing fixed-wing traffic. Therefore, in high-density traffic terminals it will be necessary to separate rotorcraft and fixed-wing traffic by assigning them to adjacent airspace for all-weather conditions. With this separation, the problems of aircraft spacing and traffic conflict would be limited to vehicles with similar approach and departure speeds, thus simplifying the air-traffic control problem.

As indicated in reference 1, a promising way to provide airspace separation is to use a helical approach for the rotorcraft traffic. A helical descent allows the vehicle to lose altitude in a confined airspace without descending along a steep
glide slope at very low airspeeds. This also avoids the poor helicopter handling qualities associated with steep descents. The helix can be located in a vacant airspace sector of the airport, with the rotorcraft entering above the fixed-wing approach and departure corridors in the immediate airport vicinity.

A major constraint on the choice of rotorcraft landing approach airspace is the coverage limit of the landing-approach navigation aid. It is anticipated that the precision airport approach aid will be the microwave landing system (MLS). This system provides significantly greater lateral and vertical coverages than does the current instrument landing system (ILS), making possible many separate approach paths to the same facility. Although separate MLS installations for rotorcraft and fixed-wing traffic may be provided at the airports with the highest traffic volume, many airports will use only a single MLS. This latter situation imposes a greater constraint in choosing the rotorcraft approach airspace. The helix must be within the lateral and vertical MLS coverage limits of the MLS azimuth signal, yet displaced sufficiently from the fixed-wing runway to allow simultaneous approaches. The helix need not lie within the coverage provided by the MLS elevation signal.

To investigate the feasibility of this airspace separation, Ames Research Center has a flight-research program under way to study operational procedures, guidance, and navigation requirements for making automatic helicopter approaches and landings along helical approach paths, using an MLS for fixed-wing traffic. Flight experiments were conducted using a NASA/Army UH-1H helicopter equipped with a digital flight-guidance system called V/STOLAND. This versatile, integrated system has many features, one of which is the capability for coupled, automatic approaches to hover and touchdown while using VORTAC, TACAN, and MLS information, either separately or in combination.

This initial investigation consisted of 48 automatic approaches to touchdown along a two-turn helix, tangent to the centerline of the MLS-equipped runway. This location was chosen to provide a data base for comparison with future flight tests in which the helical approach path will be located at the edge of the MLS coverage, as well as to simplify the pilot's task of visually monitoring the approach during the development and checkout of the flight guidance system. In addition, 13 straight-in approaches were flown to enlarge the data base and to assess the helical approach on vehicle state-estimation and guidance performance.

Among other parameters investigated, the performance with three levels of state-estimation sophistication was evaluated in these flight tests. The three included a Kalman filter, using INS platform inertial sensors; a Kalman filter, using body-mounted inertial sensors; and a complementary filter, using body-mounted inertial sensors.

Specific objectives of these flight tests were to (1) determine helical approach airspace requirements; (2) compare helical approach performance with three different levels of state-estimation sophistication; (3) determine tracking precision at the conventional takeoff and landing (CTOL) Category II decision height window; (4) determine precision of decelerating to a hover over a helipad; (5) measure MLS azimuth distance-measuring-equipment (DME) errors; and (6) determine pilot opinion of automatic helical approach performance.

This report documents the overall system performance obtained in these flight tests, as well as the guidance, translational state estimation, and control performance achieved while flying automatic, helical approaches.
GUIDANCE, TRANSLATIONAL STATE-ESTIMATION, AND CONTROL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

System Concept

V/STOLAND is an automatic, flight guidance system capable of conventional auto-pilot tasks such as altitude and airspeed hold, en route navigation-aid capture and track, three-dimensional area-navigation, and coupled automatic approach and landing. En route navigation can use either VORTAC or TACAN for horizontal measurements and a barometric altimeter for vertical measurements; the area-navigation modes can also use the MLS. The approach and landing modes use the MLS azimuth and range in the horizontal plane and the baroaltimeter, MLS elevation, and radar altimeter in the vertical plane.

This report is concerned only with the approach and landing flight phases; consequently, system modes not associated with these phases are not discussed. Reference 2 describes the total system and all individual modes. Only the guidance, state-estimation, and control functions for the automatic approach and landing modes are discussed here.

Guidance Functions

The guidance system has two main functions: (1) to use the estimated aircraft position from the state estimator to compute the approach flightpath that will take the aircraft from an initial approach fix to touchdown at the appropriate airspeeds; and (2) to compute aircraft pitch-attitude, roll-attitude, and vertical-speed commands to control the aircraft along the approach flightpath, without exceeding the aircraft operational limitations.

The landing approach path is defined in a right-hand Cartesian coordinate system located on the centerline of runway 35 at Crows Landing, Naval Auxiliary Landing Field (NALF), California (fig. 1). Each approach path ends at the touchdown point, shown in the figure at -914 m (-3,000 ft) from the MLS glide-slope antenna, which is in the center of the circle called the helipad.

The helical approach shown in figure 2 begins with a constant-altitude segment, 762 m (2,500 ft) above ground level (AGL), along the runway centerline extension. The helix is tangent to this segment, 984 m (3,000 ft) from the touchdown point with a radius of 530 m (1,738 ft). The flightpath follows a -6.11° glide, originating at the tangent point, around the helix twice to a 2.5° glide slope aimed at the touchdown point, as shown in figure 3. The aircraft follows this glide slope to a height of 4.6 m (15 ft), where it remains until reaching the hover point. The last segment is the vertical letdown to touchdown.

The straight-in approach path begins with a constant-altitude segment, 610 m (2,000 ft) above the touchdown point elevation, along the runway centerline extension. It intercepts and follows a 10° glide slope aimed at a ground-intercept point at 458 m (1,503 ft) from touchdown, the same location as the helix glide slope ground-intercept point. The final straight-in approach geometry, also shown in figure 3, is the same as in the helical approach, except that the 2.5° glide slope intercept is somewhat closer to the touchdown point.

The airspeed profile (fig. 3(b)) is the same for the helical and straight-in approaches. The airspeed command is set for 31 m/sec (60 knots) for the entire
approach up to the flare. During the flare, the aircraft ground speed follows a constant-g deceleration profile that brings the aircraft to hover over the desired touchdown point. The final approach path geometry and the flare deceleration profile were designed to keep the aircraft from violating the height-velocity restriction of the UH-1H single-engine helicopter.

Details of the guidance laws for the landing approach, including the airspeed profile for the flare, are presented in appendix A.

Control Functions

Each of the helicopter controls (longitudinal cyclic, lateral cyclic, collective, and tail-rotor blade pitch) is driven by series and parallel servos that move in response to commands from the stabilization and control equations mechanized in the basic computer. The series servos are electrohydraulic position servos that produce additive position changes in control linkages that are not reflected in the pilot's stick or pedal positions. The parallel servos are electromechanical rate servos that act on the stick and pedals to off-load the series servos. Longitudinal cyclic controls pitch attitude; lateral cyclic controls roll attitude; and collective controls vertical speed. Tail-rotor pitch is not controlled by a guidance steering command; it functions to maintain zero lateral body acceleration for airspeeds greater than 19 m/sec (37 knots). For speeds less than 19 m/sec (37 knots), the tail-rotor control maintains aircraft heading. Control-system equations, hardware mechanization, and other details are given in reference 2.

State-Estimator Functions

The ability of an automatic landing system to follow an approach path precisely requires an accurate estimate of the vehicle state (position and velocity). Aircraft position measurements with bias errors and high-frequency random noise are common to most state-of-the-art ground navigation aids and associated airborne receivers. The function of the airborne state-estimator system was to provide smoothed estimates of the aircraft position and velocity by using various filters. Three filters were tested during this flight-test program.

In the first and most sophisticated method, a Kalman filter, described in appendix B, was used. Inertial accelerations from an LTN-51 inertial navigation system (INS), TACAN range and azimuth, and MLS range and azimuth were used for the horizontal estimates. For the vertical estimates, the signals that were used were barometric altitude from a static-pressure sensor, MLS elevation angle, and radar altitude. The Kalman filter consisted of two filters — an eight-state horizontal space filter and a three-state vertical filter. The eight horizontal states were x- and y-position errors, x- and y-velocity errors, x- and y-accelerations-bias errors, the TACAN range bias estimate, and the TACAN bearing bias estimate. Since the INS provided high-quality acceleration data, the acceleration uncertainty modeled in the filter was small. The three vertical states were z-position, z-velocity error estimates, and vertical acceleration bias error. When the aircraft was at an altitude greater than 122 m (400 ft) above the ground, the barometric altitude was the primary vertical measurement and the MLS elevation angle was used only to estimate the baro-altitude bias error. For altitudes less than 122 m (400 ft) above the ground, the radar altimeter provided the vertical measurement to the filter.
In the second method, a Kalman filter was used that had a structure identical to that of the first filter, with the exception that the three components of acceleration were measured using body-mounted accelerometers. These measurements were transformed through the aircraft attitude angles measured by the vertical and directional gyros to give the runway-coordinate accelerations that were processed by the filter. These accelerations were subject to greater errors than those measured in the INS platform, as a result of alignment errors between the attitude gyros and the body-mounted accelerometers. Vertical gyro precession during the turns in the helix introduced substantial additional time-varying errors in the computed acceleration. These acceleration errors usually resulted in low-frequency errors in the position and velocity estimates during the helical segment of the approach. To minimize these errors, the magnitude of acceleration uncertainty modeled in the filter had to be greater than in the previous case wherein the accelerations were measured by an INS. In addition to increasing path-tracking dispersions, greater noise in the guidance commands caused greater control activity. Hence, when body-mounted inertial sensors were used, a compromise had to be made between control activity and navigation error. For this flight-test program, the modeled uncertainties in the acceleration errors were chosen to minimize control activity, especially when hovering, in order to avoid lateral and backward motion during touchdown. As a result, some accuracy in the state (position and velocity) estimates was sacrificed in the earlier portion of the approach.

In the third method, constant-gain complementary filters were used in place of the Kalman filter to blend the body-mounted inertial sensor data with the TACAN and MLS data (see appendix B for details). The runway-coordinate accelerations were derived from the same sensors and in the same manner as in the second method. In contrast to the other two methods, the complementary filters had three components that were basically independent. The significant difference between these filters and the Kalman filters was that the measurement gains were constant for a given navigation source and did not vary with the position relative to that source. There was one set of gains for TACAN measurements and one set for MLS measurements. The gains used for the flight test gave greater sensitivity to measurement noise than either of the Kalman filters. Consequently, this filter tended to reduce the effect of the low-frequency inertial errors at the expense of passing more measurement noise to the guidance commands. This reduction resulted in greater control activity.

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

Aircraft

The flight-test aircraft was a UH-1H helicopter (fig. 4). The UH-1H has a maximum gross weight of 4,300 kg (9,460 lb) and a maximum airspeed of 63 m/sec (124 knots) at sea level. It is powered by a single, turboshaft, T53-L-13 engine. The flight controls for the UH-1H are hydraulically boosted, and rate damping is provided by a gyro bar. Hydraulic and electrical systems were modified to drive the flight-guidance equipment and servoactuators. In addition, special racks for the electronic equipment were installed aft of the pilot's seats. The fore and aft MLS antennas are also shown in figure 4. An electronic device is used to select reception from the antenna with the greatest signal strength, which occurs when one antenna is shielded by the fuselage during the helical approach.
Flight-Guidance System

Major flight-guidance system components are shown in the block diagram in figure 5. Only a brief description of the major components is provided here; a detailed description is given in reference 2.

The central system component is the data adapter, which provides information transfer between the subsystems. It converts information into the proper signal format for input and output and provides multiplexed analog-to-digital, digital-to-digital, and digital-to-analog conversions.

The basic and research 1819B computers are general-purpose, airborne digital computers that use fixed-point arithmetic. Routine guidance, navigation, and control functions, along with supporting functions such as display generation and system monitoring, were programmed into the basic computer. Software associated with the Kalman navigation filters was programmed into the research computer.

The vehicle sensors provided measurements of the aircraft attitude, attitude rate, acceleration, and certain air-data parameters, such as airspeed, static pressure, and ambient temperature. The airspeed sensor and the static pressure port were located on the end of a 1.4-m (4.6-ft) boom mounted on the aircraft nose. The boom installation minimized the effects of small, main-rotor induced, side-slip angles on the true airspeed and static-pressure measurements. A more detailed description of the problem solution is given in appendix C.

The navigation aids included the radar altimeter, and the radio navigation receivers (VOR, TACAN, and MLS).

The pilot interacted with the flight-guidance system through the mode-select panel, the keyboard, and the multifunction display control panel. Pilot displays consisted of conventional electromechanical attitude-director indicator (ADI), horizontal situation indicator (HSI) instruments, and a cathode-ray tube display, labeled the multifunction display (MFD). The MFD provided position information in a moving-map format.

The guidance and control laws controlled the aircraft through the servo interlock unit (SIU). This unit contained the hardware necessary to drive the electrohydraulic series servos and the electromechanical parallel servos that are connected to the aircraft flight controls.

The data acquisition system collected digital data from the data adapter, converted analog vehicle sensor data to digital data, and sent this combination through a telemetry transmitter to a ground station to be recorded. The recorded data were processed after the flight to time-correlate them with the ground-tracking radar data; this resulted in a single recording with both the airborne and radar data. A detailed description of this process is given in reference 3.

MEASUREMENTS AND TEST PROCEDURES

Determining the feasibility of a landing-approach procedure requires that many parameters be evaluated other than those strictly related to autoland performance. Items such as ease of monitoring the approach by the pilot, ability of the pilot to safely take over following a failure, tolerance of mistakes, ride quality for
passenger comfort, ease of interfacing with the air-traffic-control system, as well as deviations from the desired airspeed and reference path, are all important considerations for judging the feasibility of an automatic landing procedure.

In this flight-test investigation of helical approaches, no attempt was made to assess all considerations. Questions about compatibility of the approach with ATC require separate study, as do failure modes and tolerance of pilot and air-traffic-controller mistakes. This investigation was limited to measuring the automatic-approach performance in aircraft deviations from the desired path; however, qualitative judgments of control activity and ease of monitoring the approach were made by the pilots who flew the approaches. Aircraft position dispersions were computed and compared for certain "windows" located along the approach path. Figure 6 shows the window locations for the helical approach. The window at the 30-m (100-ft) decision height located 687 m (2,254 ft) from touchdown is in the vertical plane, parallel to the y-axis. The window at hover is in the horizontal plane, normal to the vertical axis.

Window locations for the straight-in approach were at the 30-m (100-ft) decision height and at hover. The hover window location was the same as for the helical approach, but the 30-m (100-ft) decision height was located 57 m (187 ft) closer to the touchdown point, because the reference path was a 10° glide slope instead of the 6.11° glide slope of the helical approach.

The flight tests were conducted in the following manner. All approaches began with the flight-guidance system in the heading, altitude, and airspeed-hold modes. The pilot steered the aircraft, using the heading-select control to intercept the final approach course with the landing-guidance mode armed. For helical approaches, the landing-mode capture occurred on the runway centerline extension, between 2 and 6 km (1 and 3 n. mi.) from the touchdown point. The aircraft would be established at the approach speed of 31 m/sec (60 knots) at least 1.5 km before entering the helix. The system tracked the reference altitude of 762 m (2,500 ft) until entry into the helix. The approach continued automatically to touchdown, where the pilot would disconnect the system and execute a manual takeoff to set up the next approach.

The landing-mode capture for straight-in approaches occurred on the runway centerline extension at about 6 km (3 n. mi.) from the touchdown point. The aircraft was at the approach speed of 31 m/sec (60 knots) and at an initial altitude of 610 m (2,000 ft) before glide-slope capture. As in the helical approaches, the pilot would disconnect the system after touchdown and manually control the aircraft for takeoff.

The terms "position error," "guidance error," and "state-estimation error" are used in the discussion of the flight-test results. These terms are shown graphically in figure 7, which shows a ground-plane projection of the actual flightpath and the estimated reference flightpath generated by the system on the aircraft. The difference between the estimated and actual aircraft position is caused by errors in the state estimator. The actual position of the aircraft is determined by the ground-based tracking radar; it differs from the position estimate by the magnitude of the state-estimation error.

The guidance error, which includes the control-execution error, is determined solely from data computed on board the aircraft. An estimate is made for the position of the aircraft and the position of the reference flightpath. The guidance error is the difference between these two estimates. The total position or system error is the difference between the actual aircraft position and the estimated reference, and is the vector sum of the guidance and state-estimation errors.
As described in appendix A, there is no attempt to control time along the reference path in the mechanization of the guidance and control system. This means that only lateral (or cross-track) errors and vertical errors are acted upon by the guidance and control system. Along-track errors are ignored, except during the flare portion of the approach, where the longitudinal or along-track position error is controlled by reducing the longitudinal position exponentially to drive the estimated longitudinal position to zero at $X = X_{TP}$. It should be pointed out that the guidance system cannot correct for estimation errors, and that even if the guidance and control errors were reduced to zero (in the cross-track direction), the total error would be the vector sum of the along-track guidance and control error and the error in the position state estimates. In this case, the total position error is the position state-estimation error in the along-track direction. Error in the position state-estimates can only be reduced by choosing a better navigation system.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A total of 48 automatic helical approaches and 13 straight-in approaches were completed during the flight test. There were 21 approaches to touchdown, using the INS-Kalman-filter, state-estimation method, 14 approaches to touchdown using the body-Kalman-filter method, and 13 approaches to hover using the body-complementary filter method. The straight-in approaches were completed using the body-Kalman-filter method.

The flights were made over a period of 4 months, during which time the winds were light. Typically, the wind at entry into the helix was less than 5 m/sec (10 knots) from a direction of 45° left of the runway. Below 300 m (984 ft) above ground level, there was usually a slight decrease in the wind to 4 m/sec (8 knots). The bulk of the data was taken on days when the winds at hover were between 1 and 4 m/sec. An attempt was made to mix the type of state-estimation methods used during a given flight-test day so that they could be flown under similar wind conditions. On a given day as many as nine body-complementary filter and nine body-Kalman-filter approaches were made. This number of approaches helped in the comparison of methods by reducing the effect of wind variability.

Helical Airspace Requirements

To be feasible from an air-traffic control viewpoint, the helical approach should use minimal airspace that is separate from that used by high-speed traffic. The amount of airspace used in this flight test is illustrated in figures 8(a)-8(c) for each of the three navigation filters evaluated. The figures are composite plots for the helicopter flightpath as measured by the tracking radar. The horizontal-position plots in the top half of each figure show that regardless of the navigation filter used, the helical part of the approach can be contained in a square of less than 1.2 km (0.65 n. mi.) on a side. The horizontal-position plots also show that the approaches using the body-mounted inertial measuring unit (IMU) have poorer helical tracking performance than that obtained using the INS. The overshoot of the y-axis after exit from the helix is greatest in the body-complementary filter approaches, somewhat less in the body-Kalman-filter approaches, and smallest in the INS-Kalman-filter approaches.

The vertical position plots in the bottom half of figures 8(a)-8(c) show that regardless of the state-estimation filter used, the altitude dispersions at the top of
the helix converge to a small value by the time the helicopter reaches the exit from the helix. In each filter, the vertical-state measurement at the beginning of the approach is the barometric altitude, which typically has a substantial bias error. The bias is removed when the MLS data become valid during the last half-turn of the helix. As the helicopter descends below 140 m (460 ft), the radar altimeter is used as the vertical-state position measurement, which accounts for the comparatively small vertical scatter in the aircraft trajectory after leaving the helix. The vertical overshoot of the helix glide slope at entry into the helix seen in the INS and body-Kalman-filter approaches was caused by the pilot attempting to capture the helix from a point very close to the entry point. In three approaches, the helicopter was still climbing to capture the entry altitude of 762 m (2,500 ft) AGL at the lateral capture of the helix, resulting in an overshoot above the reference path. Notice, however, that the guidance system smoothly flew the helicopter back to the reference path by the completion of the first half-turn.

A more detailed examination of the lateral- and vertical-path tracking will illustrate some of the performance differences between the state-estimation filters.

System Performance with the INS-Kalman State-Estimation Filters

Figure 9(a) shows the 2-sigma lateral (cross-track) estimated, position, and guidance and control error envelopes for the helical approaches as a function of distance to touchdown along the runway centerline. The lateral-position error is the difference between the on-board estimate of the reference flightpath and the radar-measured helicopter position. This corresponds to total error defined in figure 7. As a reference, the FAA tracking-error limits for automatic Category II ILS operations, applied to this flight-test geometry, are shown in the lateral-position error plot. The Category II limits specified in reference 4 are such that the width at a 30-m (100-ft) decision height, labeled DH in the figure, is the same as for an ILS approach. The position error is well within the limits until just before the helix exit point. Although the 2-sigma position-error envelope expands near the helix exit, it narrows to a relatively small width during the deceleration to hover. The lateral dispersions at hover are presented later in the report. The 2-sigma envelope of the lateral guidance error, shown in figure 9(b), has the same general shape and width as the 2-sigma total-position-error envelope, indicating that the guidance and control errors, rather than state-estimation errors, are responsible for most of the tracking error.

Figure 9(c) shows the lateral, or cross-track, state-estimation error, and figure 9(d) shows the along-track error. Figure 9(c) shows the navigation system's mean estimate of the helicopter's position as being to the right (as viewed by the pilot) of the actual position determined from the radar tracking on entry into the helix at -7,579 m (-24,865 ft). Shortly after entry, however, the error soon becomes positive, indicating that the actual helical path being flown is inside the estimated helix. Shortly after the 1/2-turn point, a large transient occurs in the cross-track error which, as will be shown later, is due to an MLS signal transient that is apparently caused by antenna switching just before the 1/2-turn point. A second but much smaller transient also occurs just before the 1-1/2-turn point. Both these transients have easily discernible effects on the cross-track and along-track errors, although the major effect is a result of the MLS azimuth error, which, in the along-track case, caused the on-board position estimate to lag behind the actual position. In the cross-track direction, the effect was to cause the position estimate to be to the left of the actual position.
Comparison of the estimated position-error plots with the guidance and control position-error plots shows that there is no large state-estimation error at the exit from the helix (figs. 9(a) and 9(b)). This clearly demonstrates that this error characteristic is introduced into the position lateral error by the guidance and control system and not by the state-estimation system. The source of this error will be discussed in a later section.

Figure 10 shows the 2-sigma vertical position, guidance, and state-estimation error envelopes for the helical approaches. As in the previous figure, the FAA tracking error limits are shown on the vertical-position error plot. The vertical position errors lie outside the Category II, 2-sigma limits, for reasons stated earlier in the discussion of the aircraft position plots in figure 8(a). Unlike an ILS approach, in which the entire final approach uses a relatively precise vertical navigation aid, these helical approaches begin the final approach using barometric altitude as the vertical navigation measurement. The expected large baro-altitude bias errors are the cause of the wide vertical position 2-sigma error envelope seen in figure 10(a). In addition, the vertical Kalman-filter estimator produced a negative mean vertical velocity, which was in excess of the aircraft descent rate; this caused an increasingly large vertical-position error to build up. This error will be discussed further in connection with figure 10(c). As the aircraft descends into the MLS elevation-signal coverage at about 3.1 km (10,168 ft) from touchdown, the Kalman filter begins to remove the altitude error. This action is apparent in figure 10(a) as the vertical-position envelope rapidly narrows and the mean altitude error is reduced. Below a height of 122 m (400 ft), which occurs at about 1.6 km (5,250 ft) from touchdown, the Kalman filter depends only on the radar altimeter measurement. For the final segments of the approach where either the MLS elevation or radar altitude data are used in the state estimator, the 2-sigma vertical-position error envelope is about the same size as the vertical guidance-error envelope, indicating that the limiting factor on final-approach vertical-tracking performance is the guidance-system performance, not the state-estimator system performance. However, during the early portion of the helix, the state-estimation error is a major contributor to the total position error, as may be seen by comparing the error in figure 10(c) with the position error in figure 10(a). This is a result of the strong influence of the large bias error in the barometric altimeter on the vertical filter's estimate, which is not removed until a more accurate source of navigation data is available. As mentioned above, this first occurs about 3.1 km (10,170 ft) from touchdown.

In figure 10(b), the bulge in the vertical guidance error limits near the entry point to the helix is caused by the data from one approach, in which a late capture of the helix altitude was made. This one approach is apparent in figure 8(a), shown previously, and in figure 11, which is a composite plot of the vertical guidance error for all of the INS-Kalman-filter helical approaches. The jumps in the guidance error in figures 10 and 11 that occur at 900 m (2,953 ft) and at 300 m (984 ft) from touchdown are the 2.5° glide slope and hover transition points, respectively. In each case, the guidance system captures the reference path from above and settles onto the target height. Note that although the vertical-position and guidance-error envelopes exceed the Category II limits at the 2.5° glide-slope transition at 900 m (2,953 ft) from touchdown (fig. 10(a)), the errors smoothly converge to near zero by the hover point. This suggests that the tracking limits used for certifying slow rotorcraft automatic approaches can be larger than for conventional aircraft automatic approaches.

Figure 10(c) shows the vertical state-estimation error mean and 2-sigma upper and lower bounds. This figure shows that when the baro-altimeter is the only source of vertical-position information, the 2-sigma uncertainty in the estimate is about
25 m (82 ft) (as shown at the left edge of fig. 10(c)). With this large uncertainty, the Kalman-filter estimate of vertical velocity has a negative mean value in excess of the descent rate of the helicopter. The result is a negative buildup of vertical position error until the aircraft has descended to the region of MLS elevation signal coverage at 3.1 km (10,170 ft) from touchdown. At this point, the higher-quality information allows the Kalman filter to rapidly improve its estimate of vertical position with an attendant reduction in 2-sigma uncertainty. Further improvement takes place at 1.6 km (5,250 ft) from touchdown when the vertical data source becomes the radar altimeter.

Body-Kalman-Filter State-Estimation System

Figure 12(a) shows the 2-sigma lateral-position envelope, and figure 12(b) shows the guidance-error envelope for the helical approaches made using the body-Kalman state-estimation filter. Although the guidance-error envelope is not significantly wider than the guidance-error envelope of the INS-Kalman approaches shown in figures 9(a) and 9(b), the lateral-position error envelope is significantly wider with this state-estimation system. This degradation in lateral tracking performance is a consequence of using the body-mounted IMU data in the Kalman filter instead of the INS data. The errors in the INS acceleration data are small because the accelerometers in the INS are higher quality and because its accelerometers are mounted on a level platform. Platform coordinates are transformed to runway coordinated by single rotation about the vertical axis through an accurate angle. The body-mounted IMU, on the other hand, is less accurate because vertical and directional gyros are used to measure the angles between the helicopter body and the runway. Especially in the helix, these gyros are subject to precession errors that can cause errors when body-axis system is transformed to the runway coordinate system. These error sources result in poorer state-estimation performance than when the INS is used. In addition, the random forcing functions used in the Kalman-filter time update must reflect increased uncertainties when using the body-mounted IMU.

Figure 12(c) shows the lateral or cross-track state-estimation error, and figure 12(d) shows the along-track error. Both of these errors are larger than the ones in the INS-Kalman case, for the reasons discussed above. In addition, the Kalman-filter random forcing functions were evaluated by the test pilots, and values were selected by the pilots that gave the best performance during the final approach and hover. Although these choices did not minimize navigation errors in the helix, there was no difficulty in keeping the excursions in the helix within reasonable bounds, as shown in figure 8.

Figures 13(a)-13(c) show the 2-sigma vertical-position, guidance, and state-estimation error envelopes for the body-Kalman helical approaches. These data are very similar to those of the INS-Kalman-filter approaches shown in figure 10. This similarity is expected, since the estimators are identical in the vertical axis, except for the vertical accelerometers; although physically different units, the vertical accelerometers do not have significantly different error characteristics. As in the INS case, the bulge in the vertical-position and guidance envelopes near the entry point of the helix were caused by late captures of the entry altitude of the helix in two of the approaches. These two are plainly evident in the vertical-position plot in figure 8(b).
Body-Complementary State Estimation System

Figures 14(a) and 14(b) show the 2-sigma lateral-position and guidance-error envelopes, respectively, for the helical approaches made using the body-complementary filter. Figures 14(c) and 14(d) show the state estimators lateral and along-track error envelopes. Except for the approach segment between the exit from the helix and hover, the lateral-position error envelope for this filter is smaller than for the body-Kalman-filter, but larger than for the INS-Kalman filter. The reason this performance is better than the body-Kalman system is that fixed gains were chosen for the complementary filters that would yield the best final-approach and hover performance of the overall system. These fixed gains result in lower dispersions in the helix, as may be seen in figures 14(a)-14(d). The pilots, however, found the body-complementary system the most objectionable from a control activity point of view.

Comparisons of figures 14(b) and 14(c) with those of figures 14(a) and 14(b) indicate that the large peak at about 6,000 m (19,685 ft) in figures 14(a) and 14(b) result primarily from state-estimation errors induced by large azimuth and DME errors caused by an antenna-switching transient (to be discussed later). The large 2-sigma error at about 1,700 m (5,577 ft) is a result of a combination of along-track state-estimation error and lateral guidance error, as may be seen in figures 14(b) and 14(d).

The 2-sigma vertical-position guidance and navigation error envelopes for the body-complementary filter helical approaches are shown in figures 15(a)-15(c). The initial vertical navigation errors should be similar to those of the other filters, since the same barometric altitude is used. Notice that at a distance of 3.1 km (10,160 ft) from touchdown, where the MLS elevation signal becomes valid for use in the state-estimation filter, the vertical-position error envelope in figure 15(a) does not begin to shrink as it did in the other two estimation-system approaches. This is a consequence of the fact that in the complementary vertical filter, the MLS signal elevation, when available, is used to remove baro-altitude bias. Starting at an altitude of 122 m (400 ft), the radar altimeter is blended in as the baro-altitude is blended out of the composite measurement to the filter over a 60-sec period. The aircraft is at about 1.2 km from touchdown when the radar altimeter measurements become valid. Therefore, the 2-sigma-error bounds begin to shrink at a point closer to the hover point than in the Kalman-filter mechanizations. Figure 15(b) shows that the guidance and control errors are relatively small throughout the approach so that most of the error shown in figure 15(a) is attributable to the vertical-estimation error shown in figure 15(c). Figure 15(c) shows that the barometric altimeter bias at the start of the approach is about 5 m (16 ft). Hence, there is little improvement in the vertical bias as the result of processing either MLS elevation data or radar altimeter data.

Decision-Height Dispersions

One important aspect in judging the feasibility of an automatic approach system is how consistently and accurately the aircraft arrives at a decision height. Figures 16-18 show the position, guidance, and navigation errors at a decision height of 30 m (100 ft) at a distance of 698 m (2,290 ft) from the touchdown point, for each of the three navigation filter cases. The "a" portion of each figure shows the vertical- and lateral-position errors as measured by the tracking radar. The solid box is the Category II ILS dispersion limit; it is provided for comparison purposes only. The "b" portion of each figure shows the guidance error, and the "c" portion shows the navigation error. The vertical-position and guidance dispersions show the tendency
of the helicopter to be above the reference flightpath at this point, and that the vertical navigation error is small regardless of the navigation filter used. This behavior is a consequence of the flightpath geometry and location of the decision height. The 30-m (100-ft) decision height is located about 70 m (300 ft) ahead of the intersection of the 6.11° helical glide slope and the 2.5° glide slope. During the transition to the 2.5° path, the guidance law keeps the aircraft above the path, allowing it to settle onto the reference, minimizing excursion below it.

In contrast to the vertical dispersions, the lateral-position and guidance-error dispersions show greater performance differences between the navigation filters. The lateral-position error exceeds the Category II limits in both the body-IMU navigation cases. The body-complementary filter case is the worst, having the most points outside the limits. In each navigation filter case, the average lateral-position error is to the left of the average lateral-guidance error. In other words, the aircraft tends to be left of where the navigation-guidance system thinks it is. This behavior is more pronounced in the body-Kalman and body-complementary navigation filter cases. There are two sources of errors that cause this. The first error source, which affects all three navigation systems, is a bias in the MLS azimuth measurement. The bias originates with the MLS azimuth signal transmission which was found to be in error by 0.2°, and has the effect of moving the reference flightpath to the left in the negative y-axis direction. The second error source is the body-IMU-derived acceleration which only affects the body-Kalman and body-complementary filters. The body-IMU produces acceleration bias errors, as well as low-frequency errors caused by vertical gyro precession. During the helical segment of the approach, an acceleration-bias error in the aircraft local-level reference frame appears as a sinusoidal error in the runway-referenced x,y-axes completing a full cycle for each turn in the helix. Since the navigation filter computes acceleration bias, velocity, and position in the runway reference, the sinusoidal variation is too rapid for an estimate of the bias to be made. After the helicopter exits the helix, the Kalman filters can estimate the acceleration bias, which is also being removed by the vertical gyro erection circuits, but cannot remove its effect completely by the time the helicopter has reached the 30-m (100-ft) decision height. Hence, there is a greater difference between lateral position and guidance errors in the body-IMU filter cases than in the INS-IMU case.

The effect of the geometry of the helix on the body-IMU errors is well illustrated by comparing the lateral-position and guidance errors of the body-Kalman navigation helical approaches to those of the straight-in approaches made using the same navigation system. Figure 19 shows the position and guidance errors at the 30-m (100-ft) decision height, located 630 m (2,067 ft) from the touchdown point for the straight-in approaches. In contrast to the body-Kalman helical approaches shown in figure 17, the straight-in approach lateral-position errors lie well within the Category II limits. Additionally, the average lateral-position error is offset to the left of the average lateral-guidance error by a distance much smaller than that in the helical approach case (fig. 17). The body-IMU errors affect the straight-in approach lateral-position errors less than in the helical approach, because the Kalman navigation filter can estimate the acceleration bias during the long, straight-in segment and minimize its effect.

Hover Dispersions

Although the helical lateral-position-error dispersions at the 30-m (100-ft) decision height were substantial relative to the Category II ILS limits, all of the
same approaches were successfully completed to a hover. However, only about half of the body-complementary flights were allowed to touchdown. Figure 20 shows the longitudinal and lateral aircraft-position dispersions, as measured by the tracking radar, about the intended hover point. The data are separated into three plots according to the navigation system used. The solid box in each plot is a fictitious helipad drawn for comparison purposes. Its size was selected according to the FAA guidelines given in reference 5 for VFR operations of a large transport helicopter. The 2-sigma boundary of the longitudinal- and lateral-guidance error is shown as a dotted box in figure 20, and the actual data are shown in figure 20(b). The guidance error can be thought of as the position at which the guidance-navigation system locates the aircraft in relation to the hover point. Notice that in each navigation filter case, the size of the guidance-error dispersion is small compared to the actual position dispersions, indicating that the state-estimation errors shown in figure 20(c) are more significant than the guidance in determining hover-position accuracy. The state-estimation error can be especially large in the longitudinal direction, as shown in figure 20(c). These larger dispersions are caused by occasional variations in the MLS range-bias error that occurred on a particular day. Although the MLS range measurement specifications indicate a possible error of ±30 m (±100 ft), the variations encountered in these flight tests were usually much less. A major exception occurred one day in which several straight-in approaches were completed along with one helical approach using the body–complementary filter and two helical approaches using the body–Kalman filter. The hover positions for these latter three approaches are the three points shown beyond the helipad in the plots in figures 20(a) and 20(c).

The hover-position dispersions for the straight-in approaches are shown in figure 21. The hover positions for the approaches made on the aforementioned day with the significant MLS range bias were clustered around a positive 40 m (131 ft) from the hover point. Given a large enough number of approaches, there should be no significant difference in the longitudinal-hover-position dispersions among the three navigation methods, or between the helical and straight-in approaches, since the MLS range bias is larger than any other error. It was only by chance that equally large longitudinal-position dispersions did not occur during the INS–Kalman filter approaches.

A comparison of the lateral-position dispersions at hover shown in figure 20 with those at the 30-m (100-ft) decision height, shown in figures 16–18, indicates that an automatic dispersion criterion for rotorcraft helical approaches may be larger than the conventional Category II limits. Notice that all of the approaches that were outside the Category II lateral limits at the decision height terminated at hover with acceptable lateral-position errors. One major difference between the fixed-wing case, for which the Category II position-error limits were specified, and the rotorcraft case is the elapsed time between decision height and touchdown. For a typical jet transport traveling at 120 knots along a 3° glide slope, only 15 to 20 sec separate decision height and touchdown. For the helicopter in flight test, traveling at 60 knots and decelerating to hover, there are 40 to 50 sec between the 30-m (100-ft) decision height and hover. Thus, there is more time for the helicopter automatic guidance-state estimation system to reduce the path-tracking errors at decision height to a smaller value at hover.

The hover-position data in figure 20 show that the body-complementary method performs as well as the INS–Kalman-state estimator in terms of the lateral hovering accuracy. However, not apparent in these data, is the larger amount of control activity experienced by the pilots in the body-complementary helical approaches. Figure 22 shows the time-history of the helicopter roll angle during helical approaches that are typical of each navigation system. In each trace, the roll angle starts at
zero and increases 5° to 15° at entry into the helix. The exit from the helix occurs in each plot when the bank angle rapidly decreases toward zero.

The behavior of the roll angle during the helix for the INS-Kalman and body-Kalman filters shown in the top and middle traces, respectively, is quite similar. However, the roll angle is more active during the helical segment using the body-complementary state-estimation filter shown in the bottom trace of figure 22. This roll-angle activity consistently made the ride quality of the body-complementary filter approaches significantly worse than in the other filter approaches, according to pilot comments. In addition, vertical-control activity (fig. 15(c)) was more active than in the two Kalman-filter cases. The roll-control activity in figure 22 and the hover lateral-dispersion data shown in figure 20 illustrate the compromise between position accuracy and control activity discussed in the description of the state-estimation systems. The complementary filter method, which resulted in greater control activity than the Kalman filter, has lateral-position dispersions at hover comparable to that of the INS-Kalman filter. The body-Kalman filter, which has an associated roll-control activity similar to that of the INS-Kalman-filter, has the largest lateral dispersions at hover. The difference in hover lateral dispersions is related to the program of the changing acceleration bias after exit from the helix. This occurs because the vertical gyro erection circuits are erecting the roll gyro back to zero roll and the body-Kalman filter responds more slowly to these changes than body-complementary filter.

One final comment should be made regarding the difference in performance achieved with the three navigation methods. In the hover mode with the body-complementary filter, the aircraft would drift side to side and fore and aft in response to dynamic state-estimation errors. The INS/Kalman filter reduced the higher frequency MLS range and azimuth errors, which minimized this aircraft translation during the letdown from hover to touchdown. The body-Kalman-filter was slightly worse than the INS/Kalman filter, causing sideward and aft drifting of the aircraft during automatic letdown. Although the pilots found this undesirable, they allowed all of the body-Kalman-filter approaches to terminate at touchdown automatically. This was not the case with the complementary-filter approaches: some were allowed to touchdown automatically, but more than half of the approaches were terminated by the pilot during the letdown because of aft and sideward drift rates that were considered to be too high for a safe touchdown.

MLS Azimuth Errors

To gain insight into the cause of the long-period oscillations evident in figures 9 through 15, and the bias in figures 16 through 21, the MLS azimuth signal was examined in detail. Figure 23 shows a composite plot from 21 flights for which the angular MLS azimuth error was multiplied by the range to the MLS azimuth transmitter. The angular MLS error is the difference between the MLS azimuth angle output from the MLS on-board receiver and the corresponding angle computed from the tracking radar data. The MLS azimuth error is plotted against distance-to-touchdown along the helical reference flightpath. This figure shows considerable noise in the received MLS signal; the noise starts as the helicopter rolls into the turn and increases rapidly during the first one-half turn, indicating poor signal strength. Just before the one-half turn point, a large error spike, about -100 m (-328 ft), apparently occurs during the automatic switching of reception from the forward antenna to the rear antenna. A second but smaller spike occurs on the second turn. In both cases, following the spike, there is an erratic increase in error until about the 3/4 and 1-3/4 turn points, where the forward antenna is selected again. It is also clear that
the signal noise is reduced as the helicopter descends and that the bias of about
-10 m (-3.2 ft) discussed earlier is present throughout the approach. Also, this
figure shows a high degree of repeatability, which is indicated by a very stationary
MLS azimuth signal pattern.

**MLS DME Errors**

Measurements of the DME range are used by the state estimators to produce the
estimates of the x component of position and velocity. Figure 24 shows a composite
plot of 21 flights in which the DME range error is the difference between MLS range
measured by the on-board receiver and the corresponding range determined by the track-
ing radar. This figure shows a variation in the error mean which is about 4 m
(13 ft) peak to peak. These error means reach a maximum near the one-half turn points
in the helix and are probably due to the difference in location of the radar tran-
sponder antenna and the MLS receiving antennas. This figure also shows that the
peak-to-peak range noise is about 15 m (49 ft).

**Pilot Observations**

The approaches made in this flight-test program were flown by NASA test pilots,
all of whom had extensive helicopter flight experience. The observations on the auto-
matic landing system are based on qualitative comments made by the pilots during and
after the flight tests.

The evaluation pilot's workload was light, since all approaches were conducted
in the automatic mode with two pilots on board the helicopter. A "safety" pilot
occupied the right-hand seat behind a conventional UH-1H instrument panel. His pri-
mary tasks were to handle the air-traffic-control communications, watch for other air
traffic, and monitor the helicopter's systems. The evaluation or "research" pilot
occupied the left-hand seat behind the flight-guidance system's instrument panel; he
operated the system through the mode select panel and keyboard and acted as system
monitor. During a typical approach, the research pilot would establish the helicopter
on a course to intercept the reference flightpath leading to the helix, using the
pilot-assist modes. After lateral and vertical capture of the reference flightpath,
no further control actions by the research pilot were necessary until touchdown.

Approach progress was monitored by reference to the course deviation indicator
and glide-slope indicator on the HSI and to the moving map display on the MFD, which
depicts the approach path and runway geometry. Although uses of the moving map dis-
play were not investigated during these flight tests, it is highly desirable as an
approach monitor for curved-geometry landing trajectories. Without it, pilots would
have difficulty in maintaining position awareness on the helical segment of the
approach. During a conventional ILS approach the pilot can approximate the aircraft
position by reference to altitude on the glide slope. As long as the aircraft fol-
lows the localizer, the position tracking is reduced to a two-dimensional task in the
vertical-longitudinal plane. However, in a helical approach, this becomes a three-
dimensional task, requiring assistance in the form of a horizontal-position display.
With it, the pilot can have aircraft position with respect to the approach path,
obstacles, and missed-approach profile at all times. The capability of the horizontal
position display to show other aircraft traffic would enhance safety under either
instrument or visual flight conditions.
From the pilot's perspective, glide slope and course tracking were precise and smooth, with maximum bank angles and roll activity related to the wind conditions and the selected state-estimation filter. The bank angle and turn rate in the helix were comfortable. Exit from the helix usually occurred close to the runway centerline; however, in many of the body-IMU cases, the helicopter lined up correctly then turned to track left of the centerline before converging on the reference path. Although this behavior was neither uncomfortable nor unsafe, it was annoying to the pilots. The deceleration to hover was smooth and comfortable without excessive pitch-attitude activity. After a brief delay at hover, a positive but comfortable letdown occurred to a 0.5-m (1.6-ft) skid height, followed by a very slow letdown and soft touchdown. After touchdown, the research pilot disengaged the automatic system and assumed manual control of the helicopter.

CONCLUSIONS

An initial flight-test program has demonstrated the feasibility of automatic, helical approaches of helicopters to an MLS-equipped runway as a potential operational procedure for separating IFR helicopter and fixed-wing traffic. Flight tests consisted of 48 automatic helical approaches and 13 straight-in approaches in a UH-1H helicopter at Crows Landing NALF. As a result of these tests, the following conclusions have been reached:

1. The system was capable of flying the helicopter on a precise helical flight-path at 60 knots within a square that was 1.2 km (3,937 ft) on a side.

2. The INS/Kalman-filter system gave consistently better performance — good navigation accuracy and low control activity — than did either the body-Kalman or body-complementary filters.

3. The body-Kalman-filter system gave control activity approximately equal to that of the INS/Kalman-filter system, but resulted in less navigation accuracy.

4. The body-complementary filter system gave overall navigation accuracy almost equal to that of the INS/Kalman-filter system, but resulted in more control activity.

5. The vertical limits of the Category II decision height window were exceeded on 12% of the approaches. The vertical limits were exceeded only slightly, and dispersions were approximately the same for all three state estimators.

6. The lateral limits of the Category II decision height window were not exceeded for the INS/Kalman-filter approaches, and were exceeded on only 7% of the body-Kalman-filter approaches. In contrast, the lateral Category II decision height window limits were exceeded on 86% of the body-complementary approaches.

7. The major portion of the hover-error dispersions was attributable to state-estimation error rather than guidance error.

8. The lateral hover-position accuracy for all 48 helical approaches was well within the size of the FAA guideline heliport.

9. The longitudinal hover-position accuracy was severely degraded on three approaches by variations in the MLS range bias. For the other 45 approaches, the
longitudinal hover-position accuracy was well within the size of the FAA guideline heliport.

10. Hover-position precision was satisfactory, even though the CTOL Category II decision-height window requirements were not met. Thus, the CTOL Category II decision-height tracking requirements may be too stringent for rotorcraft operation.

11. Both Kalman-filter systems allowed fully automated touchdowns on all approaches. Because of excessive drift in hover, the pilots allowed only a few of the body-complementary approaches to continue to touchdown.

12. The quality of the MLS azimuth angle output from the on-board receiver was degraded while in the helix because of antenna switching and a reduction of signal strength at the on-board antenna. The quality of the MLS DME signal was relatively constant throughout the approach, with about a ±4-m (±13-ft) 2-sigma error.

13. The moving map display was very useful in providing the pilot with position-awareness information while flying the helical approach.

Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, California, September 10, 1982
APPENDIX A

GUIDANCE COMMANDS

The guidance commands explicitly control two aircraft attitudes, roll and pitch, and vertical speed. The aircraft heading is controlled implicitly by the yaw-axis control system which functions as a turn coordinator.

The roll command has the same structure for all path-following modes and is given by
\[
\phi_c = \phi_{TC} - [k_{DY}(D_y + \tau \dot{D}_y)] + \int k_{DY} D_y' \, dt
\]

The term \( \phi_{TC} \) is a feed-forward bank angle command for following curved segments and is given by
\[
\phi_{TC} = \tan^{-1} \frac{V_g^2}{g R_i}
\]

where \( g \) is the acceleration of gravity, \( R_i \) is the radius of the curved segment (530 m (1,740 ft) for the helix), and \( V_g \) is the estimated ground speed. On straight segments, \( \phi_{TC} = 0 \). The \( K_{DY} \) term is the cross-track displacement gain, \( \tau \) is the cross-track rate gain, and \( K_{DI} \) is the cross-track integral gain. The \( D_y \) and \( \dot{D}_y \) terms are the cross-track displacement and rate (in meters and meters per second), respectively, and are defined for each path segment later. Cross-track rate \( D_y' \) equals \( D_y \) if "on-course" tracking conditions are met \( (|D_y| < 30 \text{ m}, |\dot{D}_y| < 3 \text{ m/sec}, \text{and } |\phi| < 5^\circ) \); otherwise it equals zero. Additionally, the integral term is limited to a maximum of 1° of bank command.

Two sets of gains are used during an approach. The following set is used for altitudes greater than 46 m (150 ft) above the ground:

\[
K_{DY} = 0.164^\circ/m
\]
\[
K_{DY} = 0.00964^\circ/\text{sec} \cdot \text{m}
\]

\[
\tau = \begin{cases} 
20, & |D_y| > 610 \text{ m} \\
10 + (|D_y| - 15)/59.5, & 15 \text{ m} < |D_y| \leq 610 \text{ m} \\
10, & |D_y| < 15 \text{ m}
\end{cases}
\]

The following set is used for altitudes less than 46 m (150 ft):

\[
K_{DY} = 0.076^\circ/m
\]
\[
K_{DY} = 0.0007^\circ/\text{sec} \cdot \text{m}
\]

\[
\tau = 7.0 \text{ sec}
\]
These two gain sets are used as a compromise between control activity and tracking accuracy. For the initial part of the approach, tracking accuracy can be sacrificed somewhat to allow lower gains which reduce the control activity. However, below 46 m (150 ft) AGL, it is desirable to have as tight a tracking system as possible for the deceleration to hover and letdown. Consequently, the second gain set is used at some sacrifice in control activity caused by the higher gain value.

The cross-track displacement and rate, \( D_y \) and \( \dot{D}_y \), are defined in the following manner. For the straight-in landing approach,

\[
D_y = \dot{y} \\
\dot{D}_y = \ddot{y}
\]

where \( \dot{y} \) and \( \ddot{y} \) are the \( y \)-axis components of estimated aircraft position and velocity.

During the helical segment of the approach,

\[
D_y = R_{HX} - R_{AHX} \\
\dot{D}_y = [(x_{HX} - \hat{x})\dot{X} + (y_{HX} - \hat{y})\dot{Y}] / R_{AHX} \\
R_{AHX} = (x_{HX} - \hat{x})^2 + (y_{HX} - \hat{y})^2
\]

where \( R_{HX} \) is the radius of the helix (530 m (1,740 ft)), and \( (x_{HX}, y_{HX}) \) are the coordinates of the center of the helix and \( \dot{X} \) and \( \dot{Y} \) are the \( x \)-axis components of estimated aircraft position and velocity. For the segments of the helical approach before helix entry and after helix exit, \( D_y \) and \( \dot{D}_y \) are the same as for the straight-in approach.

At all times the roll command is rate and position limited to 5°/sec and 30°, respectively, to reduce control activity and for safety considerations.

For the initial, constant-altitude approach segment, the vertical speed command is given by

\[
h_c = k_h (h_{REF} - \hat{h})
\]

where \( h_{REF} = 762 \text{ m} (2,500 \text{ ft}) \) (AGL), \( h \) is the estimated altitude (AGL), and \( k_h \) is the vertical displacement gain equal to 0.5 m/sec/m.

The final-approach segment vertical-speed command is defined as

\[
\dot{h}_c = k_h (h_{LAND} - \hat{h}) + V_g \tan \gamma_{REF}
\]

where \( \gamma_{REF} \) is the selected glide-slope angle, \( V_g \) is the estimated aircraft ground speed, and \( h_{LAND} \) is the reference altitude specified in the following manner: The \( h_{LAND} \) for the straight-in approach is

\[
h_{LAND} = (x_o - \hat{x}) \tan \gamma_{REF}
\]
where \( x_0 \) is the glide-slope ground intercept point (-1,372 m (-4,500 ft)). The glide-slope ground intercept point for the helical approach between helix entry and exit is defined as

\[
h_{\text{LAND}} = (762 + R_{HX})(\tan \gamma_{HX})\psi_{HX}
\]

where \( R_{HX} \) is the radius of the helix (530 m (1,740 ft)), \( \gamma_{HX} \) is the glide slope in the helix (-6.11°), and \( \psi_{HX} \) is the angle, in radians, of a radius to the aircraft position on the helix, measured clockwise from the helix entry point. While the aircraft is tracking the helix, \( \gamma_{REF} \) equals \( \gamma_{HX} \) in the vertical-speed-command equation. From the helix exit to the 2.5° glide-slope capture,

\[
h_{\text{LAND}} = (x_0 - \hat{x})\tan \gamma_{HX}
\]

where \( x_0 \) is the same as above.

During the 2.5° glide-slope segment, \( \gamma_{REF} = -2.5° \) and

\[
h_{\text{LAND}} = (x_{TD} - \hat{x})\tan \gamma_{REF}
\]

where \( x_{TD} = -914 \) m (-3,000 ft).

During the horizontal segment, \( h_{\text{LAND}} \) is equal to 4.5 m (15 ft) and \( \gamma_{REF} \) equals zero.

The letdown segment begins when \( |\hat{x}| \leq 0.46 \) m/sec and \( |\hat{x} - x_{TD}| \leq 15 \) m where \( \hat{x} \) is the x-coordinate of the ground-speed estimate. During letdown,

\[
h_c = -\max[\dot{h}_o, 0.5(\dot{h} - h_o)]
\]

where \( \dot{h}_o \) equals 0.21 m/sec and \( h_o \) equals 0.91 m (3 ft).

The pitch guidance-command controls the aircraft speed during the entire approach. The command for airspeed hold is given by

\[
\theta_c = -\left(K_{\theta C1}V_E + \int K_{\theta C2}V_E \, dt\right)
\]

\[
V_E = V_{CF} - V_T
\]

where \( V_{CF} \) is the airspeed command, \( V_T \) is the filtered true airspeed, \( K_{\theta C1} \) is the velocity gain, and \( K_{\theta C2} \) is the integral velocity gain. This command is in effect until the beginning of the flare. The flare pitch command engages when the computed flare velocity command, \( V_{FLR} \), becomes less than the estimated aircraft ground speed (\( V_g \)). Then the pitch command is

\[
\theta_c = -\left(K_{FLARE}V_E + \int K_{\theta C2}V_E \, dt\right)
\]

\[
V_E = V_{FLR} - V_g
\]

where \( K_{FLARE} \) is the flare velocity gain.
The flare velocity profile shown in figure 3(b) is a constant-g deceleration to a distance \( D_{F1} \) (40.7 m (135 ft)) and an exponential deceleration from there to the hover point. The exponential segment terminates with a constant velocity so that the aircraft will arrive at the hover point in a reasonable time. The flare velocity command is given by

\[
V_{FLR} = \begin{cases} 
\left[ (2D_F - D_{F1})\dot{V}_{FLR} \right]^{1/2}, & D_F > D_{F1} \\
\max[V_0, D_F (\dot{V}_{FLR}/D_{F1})^{1/2}], & 0 < D_F \leq D_{F1} \\
-V_0, & D_F \leq 0 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( D_{F1} \) equals 40.7 m (135 ft), \( \dot{V}_{FLR} \) is the desired deceleration (0.73 m/sec\(^2\)), and \( V_0 \) is the final constant velocity command (0.15 m/sec).
APPENDIX B

DESCRIPTION OF THE STATE-ESTIMATION SYSTEMS

The two state-estimation systems described in this appendix provide estimates of the position and velocity of the helicopter along with estimates of measurement bias in some of the navigation aids. Figure 25 shows how the state-estimation systems are implemented for the flight tests of the avionics system on board the UH-1H helicopter. As shown, there are two computers. The basic computer contains all of the primary software for operation of the flight-control system on board the helicopter. The research computer provides a facility whereby research software may be developed for experimental replacement of specified basic computer functions. For this report, the complementary filter for state estimation was replaced by a Kalman filter when the pilot selected the "RESEARCH" mode of operation. With this basic software design, various types of research experiments can be accomplished without changing the basic software of the computer.

In the following discussion references 6 and 7 will be followed closely in the interest of consistency and completeness. Figure 25 shows that all data used in the flight tests, except for the LTN-51 INS accelerometer outputs, enter into the basic computer. These data, input to the basic computer, are also sent to the research computer. The pilot is in control of the switches shown. He may use the state estimates from one of the two filters to drive the basic computer's display, guidance, and control logic by proper selection of the "RESEARCH" mode button. Additionally, he may, by keyboard input, select the accelerometer data source to be used by the state-estimation filter.

Figure 26 is a block diagram illustrating the general structure and functions of the two state-estimation systems. The inertial measurement unit (IMU) provides sufficient data for calculating the helicopter accelerations in a runway-referenced coordinate frame. These accelerations are integrated to keep the helicopter position and velocity estimates current. When hardware-discretes indicate that the navaid measurements are valid, these measurements are compared with values calculated from estimated position data. If the difference satisfies the data-rejection algorithm, then state corrections are calculated by a specified algorithm and added appropriately to the estimated state.

The vertical channel is independent of the level channels in the two filter concepts. The vertical channel is initialized using unprocessed (raw) barometric altitude data for the vertical position at the initialization time, and the vertical velocity is set to zero. When MLS elevation data become available, they are used as the primary reference until the helicopter gets below about 152 m (500 ft). At this altitude, the radar altimeter measurements are used as the primary vertical-position reference.

For the level channels, x-y position initialization is accomplished using MLS range and azimuth, if available; otherwise, the less accurate TACAN range and bearing are used. Airspeed and heading are used to initialize the x-y components of velocity.

The automatic measurements selection logic for the level channels will use MLS range and azimuth angle if available; otherwise, TACAN measurements are used. If neither source of data is available, the system reverts to a dead-reckoning mode.
involving either inertial information only or a combination of inertial information and airspeed.

As the helicopter enters the terminal area and proceeds to a landing, the navigation-aid reference makes a transition from TACAN to MLS, causing transients in the estimated state. The block in figure 26 called "navaid transition smoothing" is used in the Kalman filter to prevent these transients from causing rapid aircraft maneuvers. Because of the higher update rate used in the complementary filters, transition smoothing was not included in these filters. However, experience has shown that some steering transients do occur.

**COMPLEMENTARY FILTERS**

The complementary filters used in these flight tests are part of a "basic" system against which two research Kalman filters were compared. Figure 27 is a block diagram of such a filter. For this particular complementary filter, the MLS range, azimuth, and elevation angles, and TACAN range and bearing angle measurements are fed through first-order prefilters. To prevent lags caused by the prefilter time-constants, the estimated rates for each of the measurements based on the current state estimate are also fed to the pre-filter. The output of the pre-filter is the navigation-aid data used for calculating the x and y position components (raw x-y data) in runway coordinates. The raw x-y data and the accelerations in the runway-reference frame, as calculated from the raw inertial data, are input into the two third-order x-y state-estimation filters. The accelerations in the runway reference are obtained from the body-mounted accelerometers after transformation through attitude angles obtained from the vertical and directional gyroscopes.

In the vertical channel the pre-filtered MLS elevation data and raw barometric and radar altimeter data are examined to determine which data should be used by the filter. Barometric altitude is used until the MLS elevation data are valid. As the helicopter descends, a 60-sec blending period takes place during which an altitude computed from MLS elevation data and the barometric altitude are blended together to create a composite altitude. At the beginning of the blending period, the composite altitude is all barometric altitude; at the end it is all MLS-derived altitude. Also, as the helicopter descends, the radar altimeter data become valid.

Radar altitude and the other source of altitude (biased baro, blended baro-MLS, or MLS only) are also blended favoring the radar altitude as the helicopter descends. At an altitude of 61 m (200 ft) the blending procedure ceases and radar altitude is the altitude source. Regardless of which data source provides the raw altitude information, it is always combined with vertical acceleration in a third-order state estimator.

Figure 28 shows a block diagram of a typical prefilter used with a complementary filter for state estimation. The filtered measurement is subtracted from the raw measurement and the difference is subjected to a tolerance test. Should the tolerance be exceeded, the raw measurement is rejected. If the tolerance test is passed, then the error signal is limited before being multiplied by the reciprocal of the time-constant and integrated. The estimated rate for the measurement computer from the three complementary filter rate outputs is also fed directly into the integrator for the filtered measurement. The table on figure 28 gives the tolerance, limit level, and time-constants used for the prefilters in the complementary state estimators. The use of pre-filtering of the measurements before they are used as raw
inputs to the complementary filters causes coupling between the three channels; this coupling makes analysis very difficult in the selection of gains to achieve proper stability. It was necessary, therefore, to use simulated results to select the complementary filter gains.

Figure 29 shows the third-order state-estimation filter for the x-channel. The y-channel is identical in structure and filter gains. The switches in the figure are shown in the "navigation-valid" operational mode, but modes for "initialization" and "dead reckoning" are provided also. When in the navigation-valid mode, the estimated position \( x_R \) (runway referenced) is subtracted from the raw position \( X_R \) (from the prefilter), and the difference is used as feedback through gains \( \omega_{1X} \), \( \omega_{2X} \), and \( \omega_{3X} \) into the three integrators of the filter, which approximate continuous operation because of the relatively high sample rate (20 Hz). Measured acceleration from the body-mounted inertial system is input into the integrator whose output is the estimated velocity \( \dot{x}_R \). As indicated in figure 29, the filter gains are changed, depending on whether the navigation data source is MLS or TACAN. Also, the gains used in the prefilter are changed so that when MLS is in use, the overall complementary filter is more responsive, in tracking the navaid-derived position, than when TACAN is being used.

When operating in the navigation-valid mode, the x-component of wind \( \dot{x}_w \) is also estimated for use by the filter for dead reckoning only in the event navigation aid data become invalid. This is achieved by feeding the difference between the ground speed \( \dot{x}_R \) and \( \dot{x}_A \) into a first-order filter with a 100-sec time-constant. Should dead reckoning be necessary, \( \dot{x}_w \) is "frozen" and used with the airspeed and ground-speed data to stabilize the ground speed, \( \dot{x}_R \).

Figure 30 shows the third-order state-estimation filter for the vertical (altitude) channel. The configuration and gains are constant and do not change with the type of altitude data. However, the filter dynamics change substantially during an approach to hover and landing because of prefiltering of MLS data and data type blending algorithms.

KALMAN FILTER

The Kalman-filter state-estimation system as implemented in the research computer is shown in the block diagram of figure 31. The raw inertial measurement unit (IMU) data feed the block labeled "acceleration calculations." The calculations performed in this block depend on whether the source accelerometer data are from the body-mounted accelerometer package or from the platform of the LTN-51 INS. These calculations produce runway-referenced accelerations which drive the navigation equations. Both of these functions operate at 20 Hz in this mechanization.

Navigation-aid data from the external receivers (raw data) are input to the block labeled "measurement rejections and preprocessing." Hardware valids and software tolerances are checked to establish validity of the measurements in this block. If a measurement is deemed valid, the difference between the valid measurement and that measurement computed from the estimated state (called a residual) and the associated partial derivative is formed and accumulated. Otherwise, the residual and its associated partial derivative are not accumulated, and note of this fact is made in the software. The logic in this block is executed at a 10-Hz rate.
The measurement selection logic operates at a 1-Hz rate. It picks the desired set of accumulated residuals and partial derivatives and sends them to the Kalman-filer algorithms for processing as a single composite measurement. The filter algorithm executes a square-root complementation of the Kalman filter to produce a new estimate of the error state. This error state is used to correct (1) the position and velocity estimates, (2) the acceleration bias estimates, and (3) the TACAN range and bearing bias estimates.

The position and velocity are smoothed before transmission to the basic computer for display, guidance, and control purposes. This is done because of the relatively low frequency (1-Hz) update rate. The filter algorithm is actually two independent implementations consisting of an x,y-filter and a z-filter. The x,y-filter (level channels) uses the MLS range and azimuth or the TACAN range and bearing to estimate the eight-element error state, $dx$. The elements of the eight-element filter are

$$

dx(1) = (dx), \text{error in the } x\text{-component of position}
$$

$$

dx(2) = (dY), \text{error in the } y\text{-component of position}
$$

$$

dx(3) = (dx), \text{error in the } x\text{-component of velocity}
$$

$$

dx(4) = (dY), \text{error in the } y\text{-component of velocity}
$$

$$

dx(5) = (b_{ax}), \text{error in the } x\text{-component of acceleration bias}
$$

$$

dx(6) = (b_{ay}), \text{error in the } y\text{-component of acceleration bias}
$$

$$

dx(7) = (b_r), \text{error in TACAN range bias estimate}
$$

$$

dx(8) = (b_{\psi}), \text{error in TACAN bearing bias estimate}
$$

The vertical channel (z-filter) uses either the barometric altitude, the altitude computed from MLS elevation, or the altitude from the radar altimeter to estimate the three-element error state, $dz$, given by:

$$

dz(1) = (dz), \text{error in the } z\text{-component of position}
$$

$$

dz(2) = (dz), \text{error in the } z\text{-component of position}
$$

$$

dx(3) = (b_{a\nu}), \text{error in the vertical acceleration bias}
$$

NAVIGATION AND ERROR EQUATIONS

The navigation equations that govern the Kalman filter shown in figure 31 will now be described. Recall that the vertical elements of the estimated state (z-filter) remain decoupled from the horizontal elements (x,y-filter). Attitude and heading data and three body-mounted accelerometers are used to obtain acceleration measurements in the runway reference frame. The on-board software performs this transformation at 20 Hz.

The navigation equations used to keep the state estimate current integrate the terms
\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{a}_x &= \ddot{x}_r + \dot{b}_{ax} \\
\dot{a}_y &= \ddot{y}_r + \dot{b}_{ay} \\
\dot{a}_z &= \ddot{z}_r + \dot{b}_{az}
\end{align*}
\]

(B1)

where

\[
\dot{x}_r, \dot{y}_r, \dot{z}_r \quad \text{raw acceleration in the runway reference frame as computed by the on-board software}
\]

\[
\dot{b}_{ax}, \dot{b}_{ay}, \dot{b}_{az} \quad \text{estimates of the acceleration measurement biases}
\]

These terms are numerically integrated by the equations

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{d}x_i(t + \Delta t_f) &= \dot{d}x_i(t) + a_{si} \Delta t_f \\
\dot{d}x_i(t + \Delta t_f) &= \dot{d}x_i(t) + [\dot{d}x_i(t + \Delta t_f) + \dot{d}x_i(t)] \Delta t_f / 2
\end{align*}
\]

(B2)

Here, the subscript \(i\) refers to the three (x, y, and z) components of runway-referenced, estimated change in position \((d\vec{x}_i)\), and velocity \((d\vec{x}_i)\) caused by acceleration \((a_{si})\). Also, \(\Delta t_f\) is the acceleration integration time period of the filter and \(t\) is time. Equations (B2) are approximations which are valid for a "flat" non-rotating Earth. The errors resulting from this approximation are negligible in comparison with the errors caused by inertial hardware components (that is, the errors in the attitude and heading references and the errors in the body-mounted accelerometers). In the on-board program, the raw acceleration data are accepted and integrated at 20 Hz (i.e., \(\Delta t_f\) is 0.05 sec).

The eight elements of \(dx\) are assumed to be small so that the dynamics that describe their time rate of change can be modeled by the linear matrix differential equation,

\[
\dot{dx} = F_x dx + F_\eta \eta
\]

(B3)

where

\[
\begin{align*}
dx & \quad n \ (8) \ \text{element error-state vector} \\
F_x & \quad n \times n \ \text{system dynamics matrix} \\
F_\eta & \quad n \times m \ \text{error distribution matrix} \\
\eta & \quad \text{a vector of } m \ \text{random forcing functions for compensation of error growth caused by unmodeled error sources}
\end{align*}
\]

The objective of the Kalman filter is to estimate the error-state \(dx\) so that (1) the true aircraft state can be more accurately known, and (2) the effects of the various sensor biases can be removed by compensation. The filter estimate of the error state is defined as \(\hat{dx}\). The functions of the Kalman-filter algorithm are to (1) carry the error-state estimate \(dx\) along in time, and (2) to update (or
increment) $d\mathbf{x}$ based on external measurement information. Then, on a regular basis, the error estimate $d\mathbf{x}$ is used to correct the total state estimate $\hat{\mathbf{x}}$.

Because equation (B3) represents a linear system, the error-state $d\mathbf{x}$ can be advanced from time-point to time-point by use of the state-transition matrix. The approximate solution to equation (B3) for $d\mathbf{x}$ at time-point $t_{k+1}$, given $d\mathbf{x}(t_k)$, is

$$d\mathbf{x}(t_{k+1}) = \phi(t_{k+1};t_k)d\mathbf{x}(t_k) + \phi_u(t_{k+1};t_k)u(t_k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (B4)

where

$\phi$ state transition matrix

$\phi_u$ forcing function sensitivity matrix

$u(t_k)$ a constant (in the interval $t_k$ to $t_{k+1}$) vector for approximating the effects of the random vector, $\mathbf{n}$, of equation (B3)

The Kalman filter used in this study was designed to minimize effects caused by (1) numerical calculation errors, such as truncation, and (2) modeling errors resulting from various approximations. Experience has shown that the square-root implementation (ref. 8) of the Kalman-filter algorithm can reduce the effects of the numerical errors to insignificant levels. The square-root implementation was, therefore, incorporated into the design used in this study. Modeling errors were compensated by the appropriate use of random forcing functions. This technique causes the more recent measurements to be weighted more than past measurements; therefore, the estimate tends to follow the more recent measurements.

An essential part of the Kalman filter is the covariance matrix $P(t_k)$ of the error-state $d\mathbf{x}$ at each time point $t_k$. This matrix is given by

$$P(t_k) = W(t_k)W^T(t_k) = E\{d\mathbf{x}(t_k)d\mathbf{x}^T(t_k)\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B5)

where

$W(t_k)$ square root $P(t_k)$ ($W^T$ is calculated in the square-root implementation of the filter)

$T$ matrix transpose

$E\{\}$ expected value operator

It is assumed that $u(t_k)$ of equation (B4) is a random independent vector such that

$$E\{u(t_{k+i})u^T(t_{k+i})\} = 0 \quad i \neq l$$  \hspace{1cm} (B6)

$$E\{u(t_{k+i})u^T(t_{k+i})\} = U(t_{k+i})U^T(t_{k+i}) \quad i = l$$

It is necessary to update the covariance matrix $P$ from one consecutive time-point $t_k$ to the next $t_{k+1}$. The appropriate use of the expected value operator with equation (B4) gives the time update of the covariance matrix as
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The vector form of the error equations is given in equation (B3) where the eight-element error-state vector, $\mathbf{dx}$, is as defined previously. In the subsequent summary, it is assumed that elements of the noise vector $\mathbf{u}(t_k)$ are all independent variables with unit variance. The actual magnitudes associated with the noise are included as constants of the $\Phi_u$ matrix of equation (B4).

The transition matrix $\Phi$ is approximated as

$$\Phi = I + A$$

(B8)

Here, $I$ is the identity matrix, and $A$ is a sparse matrix which represents the matrix $F_x$ in discrete form. It is now defined for the x-y portions of the filter:

$$
\begin{align*}
A_x(1,3) &= A_x(2,4) = \Delta t \\
A_x(1,5) &= A_x(2,6) = \Delta t^2 / 2 \\
A_x(3,5) &= A_x(4,6) = \Delta t \\
A_x(5,5) &= A_x(6,6) = -\Delta t / \tau_a \\
A_x(7,7) &= -\Delta t / \tau_r \\
A_x(8,8) &= -\Delta t / \tau_\psi
\end{align*}
$$

(B9)

where

- $\Delta t$ period over which transition matrix is used
- $\tau_a$ time-constant for acceleration-colored noise (20 sec)
- $\tau_r$ time-constant for TACAN range-colored noise (1,000 sec)
- $\tau_\psi$ time-constant for TACAN bearing-colored noise (1,000 sec)

(The last three variables $\tau_a$, $\tau_r$, and $\tau_\psi$ are input to the program as reciprocals and may be modified by pilot inputs through the keyboard in even increments of 1% from 0-400%. The value shown is the 100% value.)
The nonzero elements of the forcing matrix $\Phi u_x$ are given as

\[
\begin{align*}
\Phi u_x(3,3) &= \sigma_v(\Delta t)^{1/2} \\
\Phi u_x(5,5) &= \Phi u_x(6,6) = \sigma_a(2\Delta t/\tau_a)^{1/2} \\
\Phi u_x(7,7) &= \sigma_r(2\Delta t/\tau_r)^{1/2} \\
\Phi u_x(8,8) &= \sigma_\psi(2\Delta t/\tau_\psi)^{1/2}
\end{align*}
\]  

(B10)

where

- $\Delta t$ period of the covariance matrix update (1 sec)
- $\sigma_v$ standard deviation (std) of velocity noise (0.0762 m/sec)
- $\sigma_a$ std of acceleration-colored noise (0.1524 m/sec$^2$)
- $\sigma_r$ std of TACAN range-colored noise (304.8 m)
- $\sigma_\psi$ std of TACAN bearing-colored noise (2°)

The standard deviations $\sigma_a$, $\sigma_r$, and $\sigma_\psi$ may be modified by pilot inputs through the keyboard in even increments of 1% from 0–400%. The value shown is the 100% value.

There is an entirely analogous set of equations for the three-state vertical filter.

The nonzero elements of $A_z$ in equation (B8) for the z portion of the filter are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
A_z(1,2) &= \Delta t \\
A_z(1,3) &= \Delta t^2/2 \\
A_z(2,3) &= \Delta t \\
A_z(3,3) &= -\Delta t/\tau_a
\end{align*}
\]  

(B11)

The nonzero elements of the forcing matrix ($\Phi u_z$ of eq. (B4)) for the z-portion of the filter are given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\Phi u_z(2,2) &= \sigma_v\Delta t \kappa \\
\Phi u_z(3,3) &= \sigma_z(2\Delta t/\tau_a)^{1/2}
\end{align*}
\]  

(B12)
EXTERNAL MEASUREMENT PROCESSING EQUATIONS

To relate the external measurements to the estimated state \( \hat{X} \), mathematical models of the measurements are required in terms of the elements of \( \hat{X} \). The models are required for (1) defining the computed measurement as a function of the estimated state; (2) defining the partial row vector \( H \) which relates the residual to the error state; and (3) defining the variance of the random error in the measurement.

The models used in the on-board program are developed in this section for MLS, TACAN, and altitude measurements.

**MLS Range and Azimuth**

The MLS measurements used in the x-y portion of the Kalman filter are range and azimuth from a co-located DME transponder and azimuth scanner. The range measurement is modeled as

\[
Y_{mr} = [(x - x_m)^2 + (y - y_m)^2 + (z - z_m)^2]^{1/2} + q_{mr}
\]  

where

- \( x_m, y_m, z_m \) coordinates of the MLS transponder and scanner with respect to the runway reference frame
- \( q_{mr} \) random noise error in the range measurement

The estimated measurement is computed from

\[
Y_{mr} = [(\hat{x} - x_m)^2 + (\hat{y} - y_m)^2 + (\hat{z} - z_m)^2]^{1/2}
\]  

Here, \( \hat{x} \) and \( \hat{y} \) are state variables obtained from the x,y-filter, and \( \hat{z} \) is obtained from the z-filter.

The nonzero elements of the row vector \( H \) for the range measurement are calculated from

\[
H_{mrX}(1) = (\hat{x} - x_m)/\hat{Y}_{mr} \quad \text{and} \quad H_{mrX}(2) = (\hat{y} - y_m)/\hat{Y}_{mr}
\]  

The variance of the random noise error in the range measurement is assumed to be a constant given by

\[
Q_{mr} = (18.3 \text{ m})^2
\]

The MLS azimuth measurement is modeled as

\[
Y_{ma} = \tan^{-1}[-(y - y_m)/(x - x_m)] + q_{ma}
\]  

Here, \( q_{ma} \) is a random error in the azimuth measurement.
The estimated measurement is computed from
\[ Y_{ma} = \tan^{-1}\left[\frac{-\hat{y} - y_m}{\hat{x} - x_m}\right] \]  
(B18)

Again, \( \hat{x} \) and \( \hat{y} \) are state variables of the \( x,y \)-filter, and \( \hat{z} \) is obtained from the \( z \)-filter.

The nonzero elements of the row vector \( H \) for the azimuth measurement are given by
\[ H_{max}(1) = (\hat{y} - y_m)/[\left(\hat{x} - x_m\right)^2 + (\hat{y} - y_m)^2] \]  
(B19)
\[ H_{max}(2) = (\hat{x} - x_m)/[\left(\hat{x} - x_m\right)^2 + (\hat{y} - y_m)^2] \]

\[ Q_{ma} = (0.1/\circ)^2 \]  
(B20)

**TACAN**

TACAN measurements used in the \( x,y \)-filter consist of (1) the range from the aircraft to the station, and (2) the bearing (with respect to magnetic north) of the station with respect to the aircraft. The range measurement is modeled as

\[ Y_{tr} = [x - x_T]^2 + (y - y_T)^2 + (z - z_T)^2]^{1/2} + b_r + q_{tr} \]  
(B21)

where

- \( x,y,z \) coordinates of the aircraft with respect to the runway reference frame
- \( x_T,y_T,z_T \) coordinates of the TACAN station with respect to the runway reference frame
- \( b_r \) bias error in the range measurement
- \( q_{tr} \) random noise error in the range measurement

The estimated measurement is computed from

\[ Y_{tr} = [(\hat{x} - x_T)^2 + (\hat{y} - y_T)^2 + (\hat{z} - z_T)^2]^{1/2} + \hat{b}_r \]  
(B22)

where \( \hat{x}, \hat{y} \), and \( \hat{b}_r \) are state variables obtained from the \( x,y \)-filter, and \( \hat{z} \) is obtained from the \( z \)-filter.

The nonzero elements of the row vector \( H \) are calculated from

\[ \begin{align*} H_{trx}(1) &= (\hat{x} - x_T)/(\hat{y}_{tr} - \hat{b}_r) \\ H_{trx}(2) &= (\hat{y} - y_T)/(\hat{y}_{tr} - \hat{b}_r) \\ H_{trx}(3) &= 1 \end{align*} \]  
(B23)
The variance $Q_{tr}$ of the random noise error in the TACAN range measurement is assumed to be a constant given by

$$Q_{tr} = (92 \text{ m})^2$$  (B24)

The bearing measurement is modeled as

$$y_{tb} = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{y_T - y}{x_T - x} \right) + \psi_r + b_\psi + q_{tb}$$  (B25)

where

- $\psi_r$ azimuth of the runway with respect to magnetic north
- $b_\psi$ bias error in the bearing measurement
- $q_{tb}$ random noise error in the bearing measurement

The estimated measurement is computed from

$$\hat{y}_{tb} = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{y_T - \hat{y}}{x_T - \hat{x}} \right) + \psi_r + b_\psi$$  (B26)

where $\hat{x}$, $\hat{y}$, and $b_\psi$ are state variables of the $x,y$-filter.

The nonzero elements of the row vector $H$ for the bearing measurement are calculated from

$$H_{tbx}(1) = \frac{(y_T - \hat{y})}{(\hat{x} - x_T)^2 + (\hat{y} - y_T)^2}$$

$$H_{tbx}(2) = \frac{(\hat{x} - x_T)}{(\hat{x} - x_T)^2 + (\hat{y} - y_T)^2}$$  (B27)

$$H_{tbx}(8) = 1$$

The variance $Q_{tb}$ of the random noise error in the TACAN bearing measurement is assumed to be a constant given by

$$Q_{tb} = (1^o)^2$$  (B28)

The $z$-filter is a three-state Kalman filter, as was mentioned earlier. The barometric altitude bias is estimated in an ad hoc manner external to the filter. The filter is initialized from barometric altitude information; and the estimated bias in barometric altitude, estimated vertical-acceleration bias, and the estimated vertical velocity are set to zero. After initialization, the filter operates in the following manner.

1. Only one source of altitude measurement is processed by the Kalman filter at a time. If the radar altimeter valid is set, if the estimated altitude above ground is less than 183 m (600 ft), and if the radar altimeter altitude measurement is less than 137 m (450 ft), then the radar altimeter measurement is processed. If radar
If the MLS or radar data again become acceptable within 20 sec, the bias filter resumes operation at the then present bias estimate. If more than 20 sec elapse, the initialization procedure described in (2) is repeated and the filter begins operation with that bias value.
6. If the bias filter is being driven by MLS elevation data when radar altimeter data become acceptable, then the bias filter is reinitialized according to the procedure in (2), using the radar altimeter data, the bias filter is driven by the radar data alone, and the MLS elevation data, although acceptable, are ignored.

The three-state $z$ filter and ad-hoc baro bias algorithm were developed for the following reasons. First, the aircraft should fly baro-referenced altitude in the terminal area, even if a good source of true altitude is known, because it is assumed that other traffic is also using baro altitude. Second, as the aircraft descends to land, true altitude must be the desired goal of the navigation system. Should the MLS fail or not be available during part of the approach, then the best procedure for estimating altitude is the baro altitude measurement adjusted for the last calibration of the bias. Third, in case of a go-around, the system reference must go back to the unbiased baro reference, since this remains the reference used by other aircraft. And fourth, the barometric bias estimates and $z$-filter performance were not acceptable when using the four-state Kalman filter of reference 9. The problem was traced to modeling inaccuracies combined with the fact that the baro-bias state is unobservable except when another source of altitude is available. These factors led to very poor estimates.

The actual error in the barometric altimeter is more accurately modeled as a scale factor error and a bias error. Further effort could perhaps lead to a better model for the barometric altitude error and performance improvements over the three-state filter described here.

**MLS Elevation**

The aircraft relative position coordinates with respect to the MLS elevation antenna are given by

\[
\begin{align*}
    x_e &= \hat{x} - x_E \\
    y_e &= \hat{y} - y_E \\
    z_e &= \hat{z} - z_E 
\end{align*}
\]  

(B30)

Here $(x_E, y_E, z_E)$ give the position of the MLS elevation antenna in the runway reference frame.

Let

\[
    r_e = (x_e^2 + y_e^2 + x_E^2)^{1/2}  
\]  

(B31)

and

\[
    r_1 = (x_e^2 + y_e^2)^{1/2}  
\]  

(B32)

The altitude measurement calculated from the MLS elevation measurement is expressed as

\[
    Y_e = r_1 \tan(\epsilon) + q_e  
\]  

(B33)
where

- $e$ - MLS elevation measurement
- $q_e$ - random noise error in the pseudoaltitude measurement

The estimated measurement is given by

$$ \hat{Y}_e = -\hat{z} $$  \hspace{1cm} (B34)

The nonzero element of the row vector $H$ is given by

$$ H_{ez}(1) = -1 $$  \hspace{1cm} (B35)

The variance of the random noise error in the measurement is assumed to be the range-dependent quantity,

$$ Q_e = (\sigma_e r_e)^2 $$  \hspace{1cm} (B36)

where

- $\sigma_e$ - std of MLS elevation noise (0.1°)
- $r_e$ - calculated range to MLS antenna, equation (B31)

Barometric Altimeter

The barometric altimeter measurement is modeled as

$$ Y_h = -z + h_r + b_h + q_h $$  \hspace{1cm} (B37)

where

- $z$ - vertical position of the aircraft with respect to the runway reference
- $h_r$ - runway altitude with respect to sea level
- $b_h$ - bias error in the barometric altitude measurement
- $q_h$ - random noise error in the barometric altitude measurement

The estimated measurement is computed from

$$ \hat{Y}_h = -\hat{z} + \hat{h}_r + \hat{b}_h $$  \hspace{1cm} (B38)

where $\hat{z}$ and $\hat{b}_h$ are state variables of the z-portion of the filter. The nonzero elements of the row vector $H$ are given by
\[ H_{hz}(1) = -1 \] 
and 
\[ H_{hz}(4) = 1 \]

The variance of the random noise error in the measurement is assumed to be a constant given by
\[ Q_h = (1.2 \text{ m})^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (B40)

Radar Altimeter

The radar altimeter measurement is modeled as
\[ Y_r = -z + q_r \]  \hspace{1cm} (B41)

where \( q_r \) is random noise error in the radar altimeter measurement. The estimated measurement is computed from
\[ \hat{Y}_r = -\hat{z} \]  \hspace{1cm} (B42)

The nonzero element of the row vector \( H \) is
\[ H_{rz}(1) = -1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (B43)

The variance of the random noise error in the measurement is assumed to be a constant given by
\[ Q_r = (0.6 \text{ m})^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (B44)

MEASUREMENT PREPROCESSING AND REJECTION

The mechanized filter contains routines for calculating the residuals and partials (H vector) as just discussed, and for summing the results appropriately at 20 Hz. Each residual sum and its partial are transferred to appropriate arrays for processing by the Kalman-filter algorithm at the basic 1.0-Hz frequency.

The preprocessing routines contain logic for executing the following steps in a sequential manner for each measurement:

1. Test the hardware validity flags. If the measurement is invalid, the subsequent steps are bypassed. This step is omitted for the airspeed and barometric altitude measurements because they do not have hardware validity flags.

2. Compute the residual by \( \Delta y_i = y_i - \hat{y}_i \) (measurement minus computed measurement).

3. Test the reasonableness of the residual. If the residual magnitude exceeds a precomputed tolerance level, the subsequent steps are bypassed.
4. Accumulate the residual into the residual sum by \( y_{si} = y_{si} + \Delta y_{i} \).

5. Calculate the H vector for the ith measurement, and reference the vector to time \( t_{ik} \) by \( H_{mi}(t_{ik}) = H_{i}(t) \dot{\Phi}(t; t_{ik}) \).

6. Accumulate elements of \( H_{mi} \) into the partial sum by \( H_{msi} = H_{msi} + H_{mi} \).

7. Increment a measurement counter by unity. (The number of valid measurements in each sum is calculated, i.e., \( n_{i} = n_{i} + 1 \).)

The TACAN bearing and MLS azimuth measurements have additional logic before step (2) which rejects the measurements, if the ground distance from the station (or scanner) to the aircraft is less than 305 m (1,000 ft).

Following completion of the above logic for each of the measurements (every 0.1 sec), a marker is tested to determine if the basic 1.0-sec basic cycle is complete. If this test is passed, the incremental state changes are calculated, as is described earlier.

The variance of the random error in each residual sum is calculated from

\[
Q_{si} = Q_{i}(n_{i})^{1.4}
\]  

(345)

where

- \( Q_{si} \) variance for an individual measurement
- \( n_{i} \) number of residuals in the sum
- \( i \) measurement type

The 1.4 exponent is used to account for the fact that the random error \( q \) in each measurement has some correlation from time-point to time-point.

In addition to the validity flags and residual reasonableness tests, a test is made on the reasonableness of the residual sum before it is used to calculate an incremental state change. The Potter square-root algorithm requires calculation of the quantity

\[
(s_{m})^{2} = B^{T}B + Q = H_{m}W(t_{k})W^{T}(t_{k})H_{m}^{T} + Q
\]  

(346)

for each residual sum. Let \( y_{sm} \) = the residual sum for the particular standard deviation \( s_{m} \) involved. Then the mechanized filter rejects the measurement if

\[
c |y_{sm}| > s_{m}
\]  

(347)

The value of \( c \) used in this study was 0.25. The value of \( s_{m} \) for each measurement is used in the reasonableness test before summing the residual (step (3) above).

The new estimate of the error state following the inclusion of the accumulated residual sum, \( y_{s} \), during the 1-sec period from \( t_{k-1} \) is given by

\[
dx(t_{k})_{a} = dx(t_{k})_{b} + WW^{T}_{ms} [y_{s} - H_{ms} dx(t_{k})_{b}] / S
\]  

(348)
where the subscript "a" means "after," "b" means "before," and $S$ is the accumulated residual for an individual measurement, given by

$$S = H_m W(t_k) W^T(t_k) H_m^T + Q_s$$

The $Q_s$ term is the variance of the random errors in the summed residual during the 1-sec interval.

Next, the square-root covariance is updated for the individual summed measurement according to

$$W^T = W^T - W^T H_m W / \{S[1 + (Q_s/S)^{1/2}]\}$$

The last three computational steps are repeated for each measurement type being used (e.g., radar altitude, TACAN range, and TACAN bearing). This produces an updated error-state estimate $d\hat{x}(t_k)$ at a 1-sec time-point $t_k$. This estimate is then advanced to the time-point $t_{k+1}$ according to

$$d\hat{x}(t_{k+1}) = \phi(t_{k+1}; t_k) d\hat{x}(t_k)$$

The estimated total state is then updated by

$$\hat{x}(t_{k+1}) = \hat{x}(t_{k+1})b + d\hat{x}(t_{k+1})$$

where $\hat{x}(t_{k+1})b$ is the value obtained from the navigation equations and is updated there at 10 Hz. After the above operation, $d\hat{x}(t_{k+1})$ is set to zero and the square-root covariance is advanced to $t_{k+1}$, using

$$W^T(t_{k+1}) = \begin{bmatrix} W^T(t_k) \phi^T(t_{k+1}; t_k) \\
V^T(t_k) \phi^T(t_{k+1}; t_k) \end{bmatrix}$$

The matrix $W^T(t_{k+1})$ is of dimension $(n + m)xm$. The Householder algorithm of reference 8 is used to reduce the matrix to an upper triangular form. The matrix reduction leaves the product $WWW^T$ invariant.

**SMOOTHING LOGIC**

The smoothing logic used at the output of the Kalman-state estimation system is discussed below. The estimated error state is obtained from the $x,y$- and $z$-filters every 1.0 sec. When the error state computed by the filter is added to the state estimate, discrete jumps occur which, as a result of the low frequency, maybe objectionable to the pilot or automatic control system. To prevent the discrete changes, a smoothing technique was used; it is explained here. Let

$$\hat{x}_r = \text{estimated position vector}$$

$$\hat{v}_r = \text{estimated velocity vector}$$
\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{c}_x &= \text{position-smoothing vector} \\
\dot{c}_v &= \text{velocity-smoothing vector}
\end{align*}
\]

Assume that errors \(d\dot{x}_r\) and \(d\dot{v}_r\) have been estimated by the Kalman filters to be added to \(\hat{x}_r\) and \(\hat{v}_r\), respectively. Then, at the time of the error state is added to the state estimate (time point \(t_{k+1}\)), the errors are also subtracted from the respective smoothing vectors. These computations are expressed below:

\[
\begin{align*}
(\dot{\hat{x}}_r)a &= (\dot{\hat{x}}_r)b + d\dot{x}_r \\
(\dot{\hat{v}}_r)a &= (\dot{\hat{v}}_r)b + d\dot{v}_r \\
(c_x)a &= (c_x)b - d\dot{x}_r \\
(c_v)a &= (c_v)b - d\dot{v}_r
\end{align*}
\]

Then, at a 20-Hz frequency (\(\Delta t_f = 0.05\) sec), \(c_x\) and \(c_v\) are decremented in accordance with

\[
\begin{align*}
(c_x)(t + \Delta t_f) &= \alpha c_x(t) \\
(c_v)(t + \Delta t_f) &= \beta c_v(t)
\end{align*}
\]

Here, \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are constants computed from

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha &= \exp(-0.05/\tau_x) \\
\beta &= \exp(-0.05/\tau_v)
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\tau_x\) and \(\tau_v\) are time-constants currently set at 10 sec. The changes in \(c_x\) and \(c_v\) are

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta c_x(t + \Delta t_f) &= (1 - \alpha)c_x(t) \\
\Delta c_v(t + \Delta t_f) &= (1 - \beta)c_x(t)
\end{align*}
\]

If the absolute value of the change is less than a desired limit value, the entire change value is used for smoothing. If the change is larger than the limit value, the appropriate signed limit value replaces \(c_x\) or \(c_v\) or both. The current limit values are

\[
\begin{align*}
L_{x,y} &= 3 \text{ m/sec for } s,y\text{-position changes} \\
L_z &= 1.5 \text{ m/sec for } z\text{-position changes} \\
L_{x,y,z} &= 0.61 \text{ m/sec}^2 \text{ for velocity changes}
\end{align*}
\]
Now, the smoothed position and velocity vectors are defined as

\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{x}_s &= \hat{x}_r + c_x \\
\hat{v}_s &= \hat{v}_r + c_v
\end{align*}
\] (B58)

The algorithm serves the purpose of smoothing the once-per-second changes calculated by the Kalman-filter algorithm, as well as smoothing the transition when navaid sources are switched.
APPENDIX C

AIR-DATA SENSOR LOCATION PROBLEMS

In the early stages of the helical approach flight tests, the reference flight-path tracking was adequate to position the aircraft properly for the deceleration to hover, but the ride quality was poor. The aircraft behavior under automatic control in the helical descent was characterized by a low-frequency oscillation of airspeed and vertical displacement from the glidepath. Although the problem appeared to be related to a coupling between the airspeed and altitude rate-control loops (pitch cyclic and main-rotor collective), it was found to be caused by yaw-axis motion effects on the true airspeed and static pressure measurements.

Figure 32 shows the locations of the true airspeed sensor and the static pressure port at the time this interference problem was observed.

The true airspeed sensor is an electronic device that measures actual airflow velocity rather than dynamic pressure. Originally it was located on the side of the fuselage near the right door hinge.

The static pressure port was located on the pitot-static probe which was mounted above the cockpit, as shown in the figure. The static pressure port was connected to the standard aircraft pitot-static instruments and the flight guidance system's static pressure sensor. The static pressure measurement and an ambient temperature measurement are converted to a barometric altitude by the flight computers.

An example of the air-data measurement problem is shown in figure 33, which is a time-history of the true airspeed measurement and error in the altitude estimate during a level right and left turn conducted under automatic control in smooth air. In this case, the autopilot was in an airspeed hold, altitude hold, and heading-select mode. The turns were initiated by the pilot changing the heading command. A positive bank angle produces a right turn. Note that after an initial transient that occurred at the start of the right turn, the airspeed and the altitude-estimate error continued to oscillate. The left turn had a small effect.

Though not evident from these data, this behavior was caused by small variations in the side-slip angle. The side-slip effects were verified by observing the airspeed and altitude measurements while the pilot induced side-slips during manually controlled level flight. This effect presented a unique problem for automatic control of the helicopter.

Under automatic control, the main-rotor collective responds to altitude rate commands generated by errors between the altitude reference and altitude estimate. Main-rotor collective activity causes yaw-axis reaction moments that disturb the yaw-axis control. This caused the altitude measurement, which was affected by side-slip activity, to be affected by altitude-control activity. The airspeed control was affected by the altitude-control disturbances because the airspeed measurement was also affected by the side-slip activity.

The solution to this problem, used in this flight-test investigation, was to install a short (1.4 m) (4.6 ft) boom on the aircraft nose. The boom has static ports on the sides near the tip. The static pressure sensor was reconnected to these
ports. The true airspeed sensor was mounted on the underside of the boom, about 0.3 m (1 ft) back from the tip.

Use of this nose-boom configuration eliminated the low-frequency coupling of side-slip to the airspeed and static-pressure measurements. Figure 34 shows a time-history of the true airspeed measurement and the error in the altitude estimate during another turn sequence with the boom configuration. As in the case shown in the previous figure, the turn was conducted with the autopilot engaged in the airspeed-hold, altitude-hold, and heading select modes. Except for an airspeed transient at the right turn entry, the airspeed measurement and altitude estimate were not affected as before.
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Figure 1.- Crows Landing, Naval Auxiliary Landing Field, California.
Figure 2. - The helical approach trajectory.
(a) Vertical path.

Figure 3.- Final approach airspeed command.

(b) Flare velocity command profile.

Figure 3.- Concluded.
Figure 4.- Flight-test aircraft.
Figure 5.- Flight test system.
Figure 6.- Window locations.

Figure 7.- Graphical definition of the guidance and control and state estimation errors in the X-Y plane.
Figure 8. Radar track of helicopter position during helical approaches.

(a) Using INS-Kalman filter.
Figure 8. - Continued.

(b) Using body-Kalman filter.
(c) Using body-complementary filter.

Figure 8.- Concluded.
Figure 9.— Two-sigma estimation errors for the INS–Kalman filter approaches. (21 approaches)
(c) Cross-track state estimation.

(d) Along-track state estimation.

Figure 9.- Concluded.
Figure 10.— Two-sigma vertical position, guidance, and state estimation errors for the INS-Kalman filter helical approaches.
(c) Mean vertical state estimation errors.

Figure 10.— Concluded.
Figure 11.- Composite vertical guidance error for the INS-Kalman filter helical approaches.
Figure 12.- Two-sigma lateral position, guidance, and state estimation errors for the body-Kalman filter helical approaches.
Figure 12.—Concluded.
Figure 13.—Two-sigma vertical position, guidance, and state estimation errors for the body-Kalman filter helical approaches.
Figure 13. Concluded.
Figure 14.- Two-sigma lateral position and guidance errors for the body-complementary filter helical approaches.
Figure 14. – Concluded.
Figure 15.—Two-sigma vertical position, guidance, and state estimation errors for the body-complementary filter helical approaches.
Figure 16.—Position, guidance, and state estimation error dispersions at 30-m decision height for INS-Kalman filter helical approaches.
17.- Position, guidance, and state estimation error dispersions at the 30-m decision height for the body-Kalman filter helical approaches.
Figure 18.- Position, guidance, and state estimation error dispersions at the 30-m decision height for the body-complementary filter helical approaches.
Figure 19.- Straight-in approach position, guidance, and state estimation errors at 30-m decision height for the body-Kalman filter.
(a) Position dispersions.

Figure 20.—Helical approach at hover.
(b) Guidance dispersions.

Figure 20.—Continued.
(c) State estimation dispersions.

Figure 20.— Concluded.
Figure 21.- Straight-in approach position dispersions at hover.

Figure 22.- Roll angle time history in the helix.
Figure 23.— MLS azimuth errors prototype system output.
Figure 24. - MLS DME error.
Figure 25 - State estimation systems implementation.
Figure 26.— Block diagram of the state estimation systems.
Figure 27. Block diagram of complementary filters.
Figure 28. - Block diagram and parameters of the prefilters.
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**FILTER GAINS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>MLS</th>
<th>TAC/VOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \omega_{1x} )</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega_{2x} )</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.0375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega_{3x} )</td>
<td>0.00153</td>
<td>0.000743</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTES:**
- \( \ddot{x}_R \) = ACCELERATION FROM IMU
- \( x'_R \) = NAVAID-DERIVED POSITION FROM PREFILTER
- \( \dot{x}_A \) = A/C VELOCITY RELATIVE TO AIRMASS (X-COMPONENT)
- \( \dot{x}_W \) = WIND VELOCITY (X-COMPONENT)
- DR = DEAD-RECKONING MODE
- I = INITIALIZATION

Figure 29.- Third-order state estimation filter for \( x \) channel.
NOTES
\( \ddot{h} \) = ALTITUDE COMPONENT OF ACCELERATION FROM IMU
\( \dot{h} \) = ESTIMATED ALTITUDE RATE
\( h \) = ESTIMATED ALTITUDE
\( \hat{h} \) = RAW ALTITUDE FROM MEASUREMENT SELECTION LOGIC

GAINS
\( K_1 = 0.24 \text{ sec}^{-1} \)
\( K_2 = 0.024 \text{ sec}^{-2} \)
\( K_3 = 0.001 \text{ sec}^{-3} \)

Figure 30. - Third-order state estimation filter for altitude channel.
Figure 31.— Block diagram of the Kalman filter state estimation system.
Figure 32.- Airspeed sensor and static-pressure locations.
(a) Original sensor locations.

Figure 33.- Time history of a level turn.
(b) Boom installed.

Figure 33.- Concluded.
A program is under way at Ames Research Center to develop a database for establishing navigation and guidance concepts for all-weather operation of rotorcraft. One of the objectives is to examine the feasibility of conducting simultaneous rotorcraft and conventional fixed-wing, non-interfering, landing operations in instrument meteorological conditions (IMC) at airports equipped with microwave landing systems (MLSs) for fixed-wing traffic.

One way to accomplish this objective is to have rotorcraft fly spiral approach paths in airspace separate from that of the fixed-wing traffic. Rotorcraft instrument-flight-rules (IFR) approaches could use the airspace along the edge of the MLS lateral coverage, which would allow complete separation from fixed-wing traffic.

An initial test program to investigate the feasibility of conducting automatic helical approaches was completed, using the MLS at Crows Landing near Ames. These tests were flown on board a UH-1H helicopter equipped with a digital automatic landing system. A total of 48 automatic approaches and landings were flown along a two-turn helical descent, tangent to the centerline of the MLS-equipped runway to determine helical flight performance and to provide a data base for comparison with future flights for which the helical approach path will be located near the edge of the MLS coverage. In addition, 13 straight-in approaches were conducted. The performance with varying levels of state-estimation system sophistication was evaluated as part of the flight tests. The results indicate that helical approaches to MLS-equipped runways are feasible for rotorcraft and that the best position accuracy was obtained using the Kalman-filter state-estimation with inertial navigation systems (INS) sensors.
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